
Conference Advisory Board
AWP experts that developed this year’s program:

Sponsors & Exhibitors 
Global leaders that support this year’s event:

Advanced Work Packaging:  
The Value Proposition, and Taking AWP 
from Concept to Reality 

Join over 300 senior members of industry for a deep dive 
into Advanced Work Packaging topics in 2 information-
packed days of plenary panels, keynote presentations, 
breakout sessions, exhibits and networking events.

Where: JW Marriott Galleria in Houston, Texas
When: Oct. 8 & 9, 2019 (w/ post-conference event Oct. 10) 
Who: Industry leaders and practitioners in the AWP domain
Cost: $995. Table reservations available at a discounted rate.
 
Registration is open now at: 

Reasons to Attend
Here’s why you can’t miss this year’s event:

Sponsors & Exhibitors 
Global leaders that support this year’s event:

houston.awpconference.com

Be part of the world’s only AWP Conference:  
this is the exclusive, premiere AWP forum 

Gain insight into how owners are qualifying  
vendors based on AWP competence / capacity 

Demonstrate your organization’s commitment to 
delivering services within the AWP framework by 
attending as a team and networking with owners 

Enhance your organization’s depth by keeping  
up-to-date with the latest developments in the  
AWP body of knowledge.  

Themes that will be covered include the AWP value 
proposition, the critical role of data in successful 
AWP implementation, AWP as a portfolio approach, 
and much more, including AWP ‘how-to’ sessions  
(flip page for program). 

Network with world-class owners using AWP,  
thought-leaders, builders, technology experts  
and implementation support firms 

 + PLUS: Dive even deeper at an owner-driven post-conference event for all AWP practitioners:  

The AWP Summit on Scalability
October 10th, 2019 at the JW Marriott Galleria 

awpsummit.com

Developed in collaboration with  
industry and supported by:

houston.awpconference.com    •    awpsummit.com



DAY ONE (OCT. 8): WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?

CONFERENCE KICKOFF WITH CII UPDATE
Construction Industry Institute research and development update
Featuring: CII, UT (Austin), and Construct-X

ADVANCED WORK PACKAGING: WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?
What is the AWP value proposition? How do we build the business case?
Featuring: Shell, ExxonMobil, Eastman, Worley and Cajun Industries; with CII as facilitator

DATA IS THE KEY!
Standardization, integration, digitization and technologies
Featuring: Shell, Dow, Fluor, Construct-X, O3 Solutions

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: CREATING TOTAL VALUE
Disruptive technologies changing asset design and delivery.
Featuring: Bryden Wood

DAY TWO (OCT. 9): AWP FROM CONCEPT TO REALITY

DAY TWO KICKOFF WITH COAA UPDATE
Construction Owners Association of Alberta research and development update
Featuring: COAA AWP Committee (Chairs), and Insight-AWP

SCALABLE AWP: APPLYING AWP PRINCIPLES TO SMALLER PROJECTS
The American release of Scalable AWP documentation, guidance and tools
Featuring: COAA Scalable AWP Committtee (Chair), Autodesk and KBR

CONSTRUCTION-DRIVEN ENGINEERING THROUGH THE LANGUAGE OF PACKAGES
Part one of a two-part AWP ‘how-to’ session focused on early construction input as a  
driver, including a deeper dive into the importance of data constructs. 
Featuring: ExxonMobil, Kiewit, Wood and CCT International

CONSTRUCTION-DRIVEN PROCUREMENT THROUGH THE LANGUAGE OF PACKAGES
Part two of two.
Featuring: Dow Chemical Company, JGC, Hexagon and Insight-AWP 

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY’S AWP JOURNEY
A can’t-miss presentation on Dow’s approach to - and journey implementing - AWP.

+ PLUS:

•	 25 one-hour breakout sessions in 5 themed tracks: owners, AWP implementation, technology,  
best practices and case studies.

•	 Cocktail networking reception (Oct. 8) with complimentary drinks, hot food and live entertainment.

The Conference Program
The AWP Conference 2019: Houston program has been developed in collaboration with our Advisory Board, 
which represents some of the world’s highest-profile owners, EPCs, engineering and construction companies, 
technology providers and implementation support experts. This year’s program features 9 plenary sessions  
and 25 breakout sessions in 5 themed tracks, presented by some of the best and brightest in the industry.



The Breakout Program

Breakout Session Calendar

Take in your choice of 25 sessions in our themed breakout tracks. Each session is one hour long and features thought leaders in project 
performance. There is a lot of content to take in, so we recommend sending a team to ‘divide and conquer’!

Important! The breakout session calendar is subject to change; please visit houston.awpconference.com for latest updates. 

“As a Materials Management Lead at Dow, and a 
Supply Chain Management practitioner for many 
years, I found this conference informative and timely  
in its advocacy of AWP principles and processes.”
  - Ash Alashqar, Dow Chemical

“Excellent group of industry leaders in 
AWP. I really enjoyed learning from others 
experiences and benchmarking.” 
 - Mark Lambert, Eastman Chemical

“Fantastic gathering of the greatest minds working 
to make our part of the world better”
  - John Fish, Ford Bacon & Davis

“The AWP Conference is filled with Owners, EPCs, 
Contractors, and Technology Suppliers who are all 
energized and united in their desire to move the 
capital projects industry forward.”
  - Justin Weaver, Southern Company

“AWP implementation is a journey. It is a process 
that involves the whole company, and training 
and support from upper management is the key 
for success. This conference was beneficial to get 
up to speed on the latest tools available for AWP 
implementation.”
  - Hernando Bustos, McDermott

“The information presented at the conference 
was beneficial for us to hear as it will help 
us better align with owners as to their 
expectations regarding the implementation of 
AWP on their projects.” 
             - Patrick Byrne, Hargrove E+C

Attendee Testimonials (AWP Conference 2018)

houston.awpconference.com
For more information and registration, visit:


